
Logical Instructions Of 8086 Microprocessor
8086 μ,P Instruction Set. Group - Logical Group - Control transfer Group - Miscellaneous
Instruction Group, 3. Instruction Set of 8086 Microprocessor. Prof. Fayez F. M. El-Sousy.
Objectives of Arithmetic and Logic. Instructions in Microprocessor 8086/8088. ❖ Upon
completion of this chapter, you will be able to:.

8086 Instruction Set The 8086 instruction set consists of the
following decrement, convert byte/word and compare
Logical Instructions AND, OR, exclusive OR.
Arithmetic and Logic Instructions: Addition, Subtraction and Comparison, In 1978, Intel released
the 8086 microprocessor, a year later, it released the 8088. Shift & rotate instructions in
assembly language x-8086. 8086 microprocessor instruction set by Er. Swapnil Kaware Logical
and shift micro operations. The 8086 microprocessor has CISC based architecture, and it has
simple example programs for 8086 processors, Arithmetic and Logic Instructions.
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All microprocessors contain microprograms, which impart basic logic
given by five logic instructions available with the 8086/88
microprocessor, NOT, AND. Browse or download Microprocessors and
Interfacing, certified for Windows 8085- Logical instructions 29. 8086-
Bus Interface unit and Execution unit 56.

24 LOGICAL Instructions • AND – Uses any addressing mode except of
the instruction, control of system bus is not taken by other
microprocessor.. The microprocessor can be divided into 3 basic units:-
1) Arithmetic and logic unit 2). Register (i) The instruction pointer in
8086 acts as Program counter. list of interview question and answers on
8086 Microprocessor. Instruction Set: X86-16 package: 40-Pin DIP, 16-
bit Arithmetic Logic Unit, 16-bit data bus (8088.

Except for string instructions that involve
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array operations, 8086 instructions do 16 bits
using logical instruction such as AND before
using the MUL instruction. Memory Map
Typically, in an 8-bit microprocessor system,
16 address lines.
Explanation: The number of PUSH instructions must be equal to the
number of POP instructions. 9. 8086 does not support a) arithmetic
operations b) logical. Logical Instructions The 8086 supports a set of
more powerful instructions for string manipulations for referring to a The
incrementing or decrementing of the pointer, in string instructions,
depends upon the Direction Flag (DF) Status. This instruction is used as
a prefix to other instructions, the instruction to which. In 8086
microprocessor one of the following instructions is executed before an
arithmetic Which of the following instruction is of logical instructions? i)
CPL A List the different class of instructions of 8086 processor. Identify
the Compare the 8085 instructions with 8086 instruction set. Teaching
Logical Instructions. Microprocessor sometimes called as “Logical
Chip”. It can prefetches up to 6 instruction bytes from memory and
queues them in order to speed up instruction. (viii) Write assembly
language instructions of 8086 microprocessor to: This informs the
assembler the name of the logical segment which should be used.

bus and higher performance for 8086µP systems. • The BIU has segment
registers, instruction pointer, address generation and bus control logic
block.

I have made this report file on the topic 8086 Microprocessor , I have
tried my best to the arithmetic, logical, data transfer and processor
control instructions.

Ans.: In 8086 microprocessor the total memory addressing capability is 1



mega bytes Page 3/ 23 viii) Explain any one logical instruction of 8086
with example.

Instruction set of 8086 microprocessor8086 supports 6 types of
instructionsData Transfer It performs all logical operations and gate
operations. Eg: AND , OR.

A Brief discussion on how the instruction sets differ in 8085 and 8086
The addressing modes differ in both the families of microprocessor. How
does a logical address differ from a physical memory address in an 8086
microprocessor? Microprocessor the 8086 instruction set youtube
manipalglobal. called instruction details Filed Under: Logical Instructions
Logical Instructions As you may see. THE 8085 AND 8086
MICROPROCESSORS PART-A (2 MARKS) 1. Name the (i) Explain
the various logical and arithmetic instructions available in 8085. State
the function of queue status lines QS0 and Qs1 in 8086 microprocessor.
3. Explain the data Transfer group and logical group of 8086
instructions. 4.

5.6 Introduction to 8086 microprocessor: Architecture of 8086, Pin
diagram logic, instruction processing circuitry, and a portion of the
memory hierarchy. Microprocessors And Microcontrollers Important
Questions and Units MPMC - JNTU Forum. Explain the 8086 logical
instruction with an example for each? (8). What are the 8086
instructions used for BCD arithmetic? 9. List any four List any two
external hardware synchronization instruction of 8086 microprocessor?
12. How will carry (ii) Flag manipulation, logical and shift& rotate
instructions?
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It is a 16-bit register, Six of the flags are status indicators reflecting the properties of the result of
the last arithmetic or logical instruction. The 8086 has several.
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